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 Monday   Tuesday   Wednesday  Thursday   Friday   

Maths  Number bonds of 10 

Write all the ways that 

you can make 10 

1+9 etc.. 

Number bonds of 20 

18+2 etc.. 

Could you write 

numbers 1-20 on pieces 

of paper, turn them all 

over and play a game 

finding pairs that make 

10 or 20. 

Capacity 

Find different containers from 

around the house that hold liquid. 

Write down or draw the objects and 

write how much liquid they hold. 

(litres and millilitres) 

 How many containers did you 

find? Which container held the 

most liquid? What held the least? 

(Search BBC bitesize Capacity, for 

videos and ideas) 

Capacity 

Use a measuring jug to 

experiment with filling 

different containers. How 

much water did guess they 

would hold? Were you 

correct? Have some fun 

filling some containers and 

measuring how much water 

they hold? 

Fractions 

Search BBC Bitesize KS1 fractions, 

for videos and activities on 

fractions. 

What things at home can you divide 

into half or quarters? 

Can you show us some photos of 

things you have found on See Saw? 

Times table 

Revision. 

Keep practising your 

times tables. 

2,5 and 10. 

Move onto 3 and 4 

times table when you 

feel ready. 

Read 

Write 

Inc  

Sound of the day- ire 

 

Fire 

Hire 

wire 

 

Can you write the ire 

words?  

Can you put them in a 

sentence? 

 

 

Sound of the day- ire 

 

Bonfire 

inspire 

 

 

Can you write the ire words?  

 

Can you put them in a sentence? 

 

 

Sound of the day-ear 

 

hear 

dear 

fear 

 

Can you write the words?  

 

Can you put them in a 

sentence? 

 

Sound of the day- ear 

 

Near 

Year 

ear 

 

Can you write the  words?  

 

Can you put them in a sentence? 

 

 

Practise any sounds 

that you found tricky 

this week! 
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Literacy:  Tiddler by Julia Donaldson 

Read the book or listen to the story here   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qcTQADUywZY 

Tiddler told lots of stories. Can you tell your favourite story to your family? You could act it out and get them involved? 

Could you create an underwater scene? You could decorate the inside of a cardboard box. What would you see underwater? 

What colours could you use? What fish and creatures would you see?  

Write a list of things that you might see underwater. 

Could you write a short description of an underwater scene? What describing words could you use? What can you see? What 

colours and sizes are the fish and creatures?   

 

Other Areas of the curriculum 

Check the Topic Activity ideas that we put on the website and on see saw last week. 

 

Try and make sure that you are getting some fresh air and exercise every day.  

Keep being amazing! We look forward to seeing all your lovely work on See Saw this week. Keep posing your lovely photos. 

We miss you but will hopefully see you very Soon.         

 

                    

 

 

 

 


